EVAC SLOMO
Railway Toilet Seat
Product Overview
The vital ingredient for truly exceptional results

» Every single product designed to meet highest technical expectations

» Continuous innovations and updates guarantee future-proof investments

» All products extensively tested and tailored to our clients’ specifications
Evac SLOMO
Perfectly practical. In every detail.

System Overview

Made for rail and built to last: As the world’s first toilet seat designed from scratch for on-board use in trains, Evac SLOMO is an uncompromising combination of good looks, functionality and ruggedness. Perfectly adapted to the bowl shape used in Evac systems all over the world, Evac SLOMO is guaranteed to score high in terms of both customer satisfaction and lifecycle cost.

Its combined soft close and retain function – another first in on-board hygiene – has been engineered and tested for smooth operation even after very intense use. Dedicated hygienic grips on both front sides of the lid ensure seamless opening and closing, and assistance gaps in the back of the seat provide additional support for wheelchair users.

The entire construction has been optimized with longevity and resistance to vandalism in mind. Adding further value, Evac SLOMO’s dirt-trap-free design and subconvex surfaces that direct any spillages straight into the bowl make it as easy to clean as it is to use.

Color Choices
Available in three standard colors (white, black, dark blue). More colors available upon request.
Compliance

- **UIC 563**: Fittings provided in coaches in the interests of hygiene and cleanliness
- **TSI PRM 1300/2014**: Persons with disabilities and/or reduced mobility (PRM)
- **EN 45545-2**: Fire protection on railway vehicles
- **Eurospec 2nd ed.**: Specification for toilets of railway vehicles
- **DIN 19516**: WC seats – requirements and test methods
- **JC/T 764-2008**: China building materials standards – WC seats

Key Advantages

- **01** All-new design, based on real-life experience from more than 100,000 system installations world-wide
- **02** State-of-the-art comfort with soft close and retain and many practical features
- **03** Maximum protection against vandalism, with five integrated seat bumpers
- **04** Ultra-robust, stainless steel hinge mechanism
- **05** Hygienic grip on both front sides for easy lid opening
- **06** Integrated assistance gaps for wheelchair users for comfortable transfer from chair to toilet
- **07** High durability and low lifecycle cost
For more than 40 years, Evac solutions have been known for outstanding reliability, efficiency and low maintenance. As the world’s leading provider of completely integrated sanitary systems for trains, we have been generating state-of-the-art components with “built-in” field experience of about 100,000 vacuum systems installed worldwide – and counting.

With extensive expertise and rigid quality assurance, we develop and integrate high-class components into seamless systems that, just like railways, are much more than the sum of their parts – individually tailored for the demands and conditions of vastly different markets in many countries. Introducing a maximum level of performance and stability into any system while using minimum resources and space is our day-to-day business. This is why integrating Evac is integrating excellence.